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ABOUT US 
 
On Point Loyalty is a global advisory firm focused on loyalty strategy and finance.  

In the airline loyalty ecosystem, we partner with leading airlines, technology providers, financial 

institutions and investors to shape and realize their airline loyalty vision. 

With tailormade solutions, ranging from strategy consultancy to outsourced operating models, we 

help our clients to define the future – and create a competitive edge. 

Our suite of Financial Planning & Analysis tools puts insights at the fingertips of program managers, 

owners and investors. 
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Once the best kept secret of the airline industry, loyalty programs have 

irreversibly stepped onto the centre stage of global airline economics during 

the COVID pandemic.  

For this report, On Point Loyalty researched over 170 airlines globally and 

collated an extensive set of publicly available data points. 

Coupled with our proprietary models and insights, we developed pro forma 

valuations for each of the programs included in the study. 

This report ranks the top 100 most valuable airline loyalty programs in terms 

of their valuation. 

The report shows the magnitude of the value captured in airline loyalty 

programs – for all sizes of airlines.   

AT A GLANCE 
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BACKGROUND TO THE REPORT 

This edition marks the third time we are publishing the report 

following the 2017 and 2020 editions. During the COVID-19 

crisis, airline loyalty programs stepped into the limelight on the 

back of the segmental performance disclosures by leading US 

carriers, followed by record-breaking financing structures. 

As advisers to airlines, program partners and investors, we 

spend considerable time developing strategies to optimize and 

accelerate the value of these programs. In 2017, we first set 

out to create more clarity and shed light on the tremendous 

value of the programs. The second report was published in 

2020, and now, three years later, it was time again to take stock 

following the tumultuous period during the pandemic.  

Regardless of the changes in the ecosystem, the intent of our 

report remains the same: provide greater insights and 

awareness around the value of loyalty programs to the airlines, 

public investors and analysts. 

 

The record-breaking 
financing structures enabled 
by loyalty programs have 
put loyalty programs firmly 
on the radar 
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METHODOLOGY 

Our research included the largest 170 commercial passenger airlines and 

over 50 primary variables for each airline loyalty program. The resulting 

dataset is split into three core categories: the airline profile, the profile of 

the loyalty program and the country profile.  

For the airline profile, we collected detailed information on the airline’s 

business including the number of passengers carried, the profile of the 

airline (full-service versus low cost carriers), revenue passenger 

kilometres (RPK’s), current and future fleet, and its relative dominance in 

the home market.  We also analyzed the financial health of the airlines.  

Secondly, we completed an assessment of the respective individual 

loyalty programs. Our assessment included the sources of accumulation 

across air, financial and other verticals. We considered the credit card 

dynamics that vary greatly across countries in terms of penetration, 

usage, interchange rates, etc. In addition, we described the redemption 

options offered by each program and developed scores for the 

attractiveness of those options as well as the program in general.  

Thirdly, we compiled the individual home-country factors. We built 

country-specific estimates for valuation multiples considering GDP 

growth projections, political stability, absolute GDP per capita levels and 

general investor friendliness amongst other factors. Each of these factors 

are measured using independent, externally-sourced data from 

institutions such as the World Bank. 

In determining the pro forma Adjusted EBITDA, we applied the 

appropriate parameters for key drivers such as the relative cost of 

rewards, long-term breakage estimates and overheads based on our 

insights and global best practices.  

In the final step, we applied the appropriate multiple to the pro forma 

Adjusted EBITDA. For each airline, we adjusted the multiple upward or 

downward based on a variety of factors. The valuation estimates derived 

were based on the assumption of a minority (10-49%) sale of equity to a 

private equity firm, strategic investor or through an IPO on a major stock 

exchange with a long-term agreement in place.  

The modelling results were calibrated and refined using programs with 

public information as well as benchmarking leveraging our deep 

experience within the industry.  

 

The valuation algorithm uses 
a combination of more than 
50 primary variables (public 
information) and On Point 
Loyalty estimates around the 
program’s financial 
performance for each airline 
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RANKING: 1-50 



  

RANKING: 51-100 
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CHANGES VERSUS 2020 

Our 2023 ranking shows a mixed picture with circa 60% of the programs 

increasing in value and the balance reducing in value or staying the same.  

Each individual airline (or airline group) was assessed on the basis of revised 

inputs across the country, airline and program profiles. As a result, changes 

in valuations can typically be traced back to a combination of those factors – 

rather than a single driver. Key factors include GDP per capita growth, the 

credit rating of the airline, the attractiveness of the program itself and the 

overall airline size. Other factors, like the share of domestic travel out of the 

total network (which we consider a premium) tend to be more stable. The 

type of airline (full service carrier versus low cost carrier) is a particularly 

sensitive driver – but for the 2023 report there were no changes in this 

classification for any of the airlines. 

We believe that our base multiples are generally consistent with historical 

market multiples. In the case of recent asset sale transactions, other factors 

such as the remaining time for the core agreement (governing the access to, 

and price of, reward seats), and parallel financing structures will have 

impacted the final transacted valuation (EL AL is a case in point).  
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   SAMPLE PROGRAM FINANCIAL REPORTING 

IAG Loyalty, the loyalty business of IAG, is an operating segment of 
IAG. As shown in Figure 1, IAG Loyalty delivers a materially higher 
operating margin compared to the airline segments. According to 
IAG, the operating margin is stated as the weighted average derived 
from the multi-scenario DCF model developed by IAG. 
 

During the COVID pandemic, several US airlines used their loyalty 
program as collateral to raise capital. For United Airlines, 29% of 
MileagePlus sales was generated through flying on United (and selling 
miles directly to members). For American Airlines, 26% of AAdvantage 
sales were to American Airlines and other airlines. For Delta Air Lines, 
32% of SkyMiles sales were made to Delta Air Lines. 

Qantas Frequent Flyer has been a reporting segment for Qantas since 
2007. In its 2022 Financial Year, Qantas Frequent Flyer reported an 
underlying EBITDA of AUD 351 million. Qantas has stated it is on 
course to achieve an EBITDA of AUD 500 million in the coming years. 

 

LifeMiles is the loyalty business of Avianca. In 2019 LifeMiles 
produced an EBIT margin of almost 40%, following a growth from 25% 
in 2016 at an annual rate of almost 37%. Gross Billings grew at a rate 
of 8% during the same period. Actual Gross Billings dropped from USD 
345 million in 2019 to USD 74 million in 2020. Figure 4 shows the 
outlook in 2021 and beyond for estimated revenues for LifeMiles 
according to Avianca in 2021. 
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Figure 2: 2019 Pro forma total sales of the loyalty program  
USD million 
 

 

Figure 4: LifeMiles Loyalty revenues 
USD million 
 

 

Figure 3: Underlying EBITDA of Qantas Frequent Flyer 
AUD million 
 

 

Figure 1: Ranges of 2021 Operating Margins for IAG segments  
Per cent 
 

 

Source: company reports 

Source: Qantas 2022 Annual Report 

 

Source: Avianca 8-Year Financial Forecast (2021) 
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CONCLUSION 

Loyalty programs are some of the most lucrative assets on airlines’ 

balance sheets. Their sheer scalability, controllability and 

profitability make them stand-out in an operating environment that 

is perpetually challenging. The potential value of airline loyalty 

programs was perhaps never as clear as during the COVID pandemic. 

By collateralizing the cashflows from the programs, a number of US 

carriers was able to secure financing when other options failed. 

Elsewhere in the world, the robust revenues from the sale of miles 

to non-air partners proved to be critical in the survival of the airlines. 

Programs are no longer flying under the radar, with the airlines 

openly speaking about the value attributable to the loyalty segment.  

In our view, the question is: what is next? With the curtains firmly 

pulled on the potential value, and airline board rooms starting to 

come to terms with the opportunity, we believe that we are on the 

cusp of a new era in airline loyalty.  In this new era, there is a real 

opportunity for airlines to develop structures that will deliver value 

accretive and sustainable solutions. 

At the same time, we also recognize the headwinds, ranging from a 

talent squeeze to potential progressive interchange reforms in 

certain markets. Ultimately however, inertia poses the biggest risk. 

Collateralizing airline loyalty programs enabled attractive financing 

structures – however we believe that airline loyalty offers a bigger 

opportunity. 

Collateralizing airline loyalty 
programs enables attractive 
financing structures – 
however it may fall short of 
realizing the full potential of 
airline loyalty. 
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To find the latest On Point Loyalty content, please visit www.onpointloyalty.com. Here you can also find more information about our suite of Financial Planning & Analysis 
tools for loyalty programs, as well as our range of training programs for loyalty professionals. 
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